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IN THE COURT OF THE ASSISTANT SESSIONS JUDGE: 

UDALGURI: ASSAM 

       PRESENT: Mr. R.LAL, AJS 

    Sessions No. 96/15 

      STATE OF ASSAM 

                  Vs 

        Abdul Kalam 

         

DATE OF EVIDENCE:  28.01.2016 & 19.02.2016 

DATE OF ARGUMENT: 19.02.2016 

DATE OF JUDGMENT: 19.02.2016 

ADVOCATE FOR THE PROSECUTION: Mr. B. K Chetri 

ADVOCATE FOR THE DEFENCE: Mr. J Brahma 

CASES REFERRED:  

(2002) 4 SCC 578 

(1995) 1 SCC 421      

JUDGMENT:  

1.  This is a case of kidnapping charged under Section 

366A IPC. The prosecution case commenced on the 

basis of an FIR lodged by Jarina Khatun informing 

inter-alia that the accused persons namely Jabed 

Ali, Abdul Kalam, Nur Islam, Noor Jahan, Nur 

Mahmmad and Alija Begum had after a prior 

meeting of mind and in furtherance of the common 

intention kidnapped her grand-daughter on 

9.12.2014 and had taken her away with them.  
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2.  The prosecution version is that on receipt of 

information Orang PS case number 82/2014 was 

registered. Formal investigation commenced. The 

victim girl was recovered. Three of the accused 

persons were arrested while the other three 

obtained pre-arrest bail from the learned Sessions 

Judge. The victim was sent to the doctor for 

medical examination. The statement of the victim 

was recorded under Section 164 Cr PC.  

 

 

3.  At the end of investigation, police laid charge sheet 

vide CS 03/2015 dated 28.01.2015 against the six 

accused persons. On receipt of the charge sheet, 

cognizance of the offence was taken as per mode 

prescribed in Section 190(1) Cr.PC. Accused persons 

were furnished with copies of relevant documents. 

Thereafter, having considered the fact that the case 

is triable exclusively by Court of Session, the case 

was committed to the Court of Hon’ble Sessions 

Judge Udalguri. The Hon’ble Sessions Judge 

transferred the case to this Court of Session for 

trial and disposal.  

 

4.  Record discloses that vide earl ier order dated 

12.112015 charge was framed under Sections 366 A 

IPC against accused Abdul Kalam and by the same 

order, the other listed accused were discharged.  
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5.  The trial began against accused Abdul Kalam where 

prosecution has examined seven (7) witnesses. The 

defence has not examined any witness. 

 

6.  POINT FOR DETERMINATION: (a) Whether the 

accused Abdul Kalam on or about December 2014 at 

Majarsubba village under Orang PS kidnapped the 

minor daughter of the informant? (b) If so whether 

the accused person had intent or knowledge that 

the victim girl would be thereby put to il l icit  sexual 

intercourse with another person or forced to marry 

another person against her will? 

 

7.  Discussion, Decisions & Reasons Therefor:  The 

first thing that needs to be determined is whether 

the girl was a major or minor at the time of the 

incident. Mukshida Begum on 13.12.2014 before the 

learned Magistrate stated that she is 18 years old. 

Today in the Court she has stated that she is 19 

years of age.  

 

8.  The medical report on record goes to show that the 

Mukshida Begum was aged about 16/17 years of 

age. But the radiological examination admits of 

discrepancy of plus (+) or minus (-) 2 (two) years. 

Law is settled whenever such possibility of 

discrepancy exist, the benefit has to go to the 

accused persons.  
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9.  In the case at hand the informant has not furnished 

any school certificate of her granddaughter nor has 

she submitted any age certificate. During cross 

examination the informant (PW4) could not state 

the date, month or even the year in which Mukshida 

Begum was born In that view of the matter taking 

note of the age given by her to the learned 

Magistrate at the time of recording of statement 

under Section 164 Cr PC and also taking note of the 

relevant facts alluded to above,  I hold that the 

prosecution has not be able to prove that Mukshida 

Begum was below 18 years in December 2014.  

 
10.  The next question that now arises is whether the 

accused had kidnapped or abducted Mukshida 

Begum. To determine this question the evidence on 

record has to be scrutinized. The prosecution has 

examined seven (7) witnesses. PW1 Mazibur Rahma 

has stated he had heard that accused Abdul Kalam 

had kidnapped Mukshida Begum. Abbash Ali (PW2) 

has deposed that it was Noor Jahan, the sister in 

law of the accused, who took Mukshida Begum away 

and the girl was recovered from a house of 

Kharupetia. In cross examination PW1 and PW2 

have admitted that they had not seen the accused 

Abdul Kalam taking away Mukshida Begum. They 

had also not stated anywhere that they found the 

accused with Mukshida Begum at Kharupetia. Infact 

PW1 has admitted in his cross examination that 

Mukshida Begum told the IO that she had a love 
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affair with the accused Abdul Kalam and wanted to 

marry him.  

 

11.  PW4 Jarina Khatun is the informant in this case. 

She has stated that in December 2014 her 

granddaughter went to school  but did not return 

home and so she looked for her everywhere but she 

was not found. PW4 has deposed that accused 

Addul Kalam along with Noor Jahan and Jabed Ali 

had kidnapped her minor granddaughter. She 

admitted that accused Abdul Kalam was not directly 

related to Noor Jahan or Jabed Ali. Moreover PW4 

was constrained to admit that she had not seen as 

to how and who took the granddaughter of her  

away.  

 

12.  Samiran Khatun (PW5) has stated that on the 

relevant date she saw Noor Jahan taking Mukshida 

Begum to her house and beyond that she had not 

stated anything. In cross examination PW5 has 

admitted that she did not see accused Abdul kalam 

taking Mukshida Begum away. PW5 would also 

admit that accused Abdul Kalam used to l ive in a 

separate house, and not in the house of Jabed Ali.  

 
13.   Abeda Khatun (PW6) has stated that she was not 

present in the vil lage at the relevant time and so 

know nothing about the matter. In cross 

examination PW6 would state that accused Abdul 

Kalam was working as driver/conductor in one bus  

of Jabed Ali. Barket Ali (PW7) has averred that his 
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mother (PW5) told her that Noor Jahan had taken 

Mukshida Begum with her to their house. It is 

significant to note that in the cross examination, 

PW7 admitted that at that time, accused Abdul 

Kalam was not present in the village.  

 
14.  Now let me read the evidence of PW3 Mukshida 

Begum. PW3 testified that in December 2014 Noor 

Jahan, the wife of Jabed Ali called her to their 

house, on some pretext and when she reached the 

house the accused Abdul Kalam and two other male 

persons forcibly kidnapped her and took her to 

Kharupetia. PW3 has further stated that at 

Kharupetia she was taken to a Kazi and to an 

advocate and forced to sign the marriage 

agreement. It has been testified by PW3 she was 

under compulsion and did not object to signing the 

marriage agreement and other documents. 

According to PW3, police recovered her from 

Kharupetia that very evening and then her 

statement was recorded before the learned 

Magistrate.  

 

15.  PW3 averred that as the accused had threatened 

her so she made a wrong statement before the 

learned Magistrate. PW3 would further depose that 

she was not in love with the accused persons Abdul 

Kalam and had not gone on her own choice with the 

accused person. The prosecution has brought on 

record the previous statement of Mukshida Begum 
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recorded under Section 164 Cr PC marked as Exhibit 

1. 

 

16.  This witness was then cross examined and it came 

out that PW3 was studying in a school and she 

knows to read and write. She would also admit that 

her statement was recorded by the IO. PW3 has 

denied stating to the IO that she had gone with the 

accused on her own choice. She has also denied 

that she had told the IO that she had called Abdul 

Kalam to take her with him. PW3 also denied that 

she was in love with the accused Abdul Kalam.  

 

17.  In later part of the cross examination, PW3 could 

not remain consistent and would state that she had 

told the police about the love affair but the 

statement was made under compulsion and fear of 

the accused. PW3 also admitted that she told the 

learned Magistrate that  she had gone with the 

accused on her own choice and she was love with 

the accused but tried to explain by stating that 

these statements under duress.     

 

18.  The witness has taken plea that she gave the 

previous statement under pressure, threat of the 

accused.  

 
19.  Be it noted that statement of the girl (Mukshida 

Begum) was recorded u/S 161 Cr. PC after the 

arrest of the accused. The statement before the 

learned Magistrate was recorded in his chamber.  
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There was privacy. There was also adequate 

security outside the chamber.  

 

20.  In such circumstance, the statement that she was 

under fear and pressure is a lamb duck excuse and 

is rejected out rightly.                  

 

21.  Analysis of the evidence: The testimonies of 

PW1, PW2, PW5, PW6 and PW7 does not help the 

prosecution cause for they have not implicated the 

accused Abdul Kalam of taking the girl away. Infact 

a closer study of their testimonies would reveal that 

on the relevant date when Mukshida Begum left her 

house accused Abdul Kalam was not even present in 

the village and it has also come out from the mouth 

of one of these witnesses that Mukshida Begum told 

the IO that she was in love with the accused Abdul 

Kalam. 

 

22.  Coming now to the evidence of PW4 (informant) 

what is transparent is that her testimony on the 

material aspect of the case is hearsay and hence in- 

admissible. PW4 has admitted that she had not seen 

as to how and who took her granddaughter away. It 

is also not in evidence that he went to Kharupetia 

and found Mukshida Begum with the accused Abdul 

Kalam. In such circumstance not much weightage 

can be assigned to the evidence.  

 

23.  In so far as the testimony of Mukshida Begum 

(PW3) is concerned, suffice it to point out here that 
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a bare look into the previous statement would go to 

show that this witness has resiled from her previous 

statement given to the learned Magistrate. Before 

the learned Magistrate, this witness stated that she 

was in love with the accused and went on her own 

but in the Court today, she asserted that she was 

taken forcibly. The version given by PW3 in the 

Court today is totally inconsistent and different 

from the one stated by her to the learned 

Magistrate.  

 

24.  It is not a case of some variation or discrepancy 

here or there in the statement. In the instant case, 

the two statements, one given to the learned 

Magistrate and one deposed to today are materially 

different, mutually destructive of one another, and 

cannot stand together. In such circumstances I hold 

the testimony of PW3 is wholly unreliable and 

cannot be acted upon. 

 

25.  For reasons which I have discussed above, I hold 

that the charge is not proved against accused 

person and he is acquitted and set at liberty. PR 

bond stands discharged. Send copy of the Judgment 

& order to the District Magistrate (Udalguri) and 

Superintendent of Police (Udalguri).  

 

26.  Before I part of the record, I would like to state 

that Mukshida Begum has totally deviated and 

resiled from her previous statement. While in the 

previous statement before the learned Magistrate 
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and also before the Police, this witness stated that 

she was in love with the accused and went on her  

own with him, today in the Court, she claimed that 

she was forcibly taken out of her village to 

Kharupetia.  

 
27.  In the instant case, Mr. Brahma the learned legal 

aid counsel has prayed for initiating proceeding for 

perjury against the accused person. As per Section 

340 Cr PC read with Section 195 Cr PC, I therefore 

have conducted an inquiry. In the course of the 

inquiry, I have studied the previous statements of 

this witness and compared it with the deposition 

given in the Court today. I have also heard both  

sides and I find that there is deliberate falsehood 

on matters of substance.  

 

28.  The deposition recorded today and the previous 

statements narrate the same incident in 

diametrically opposite direction. Both statements 

cannot stand together. Either of the two statements 

is false. I am of the view that a deliberate attempt 

has been made to misguide the Court and 

undermine the sanctity of the justice delivery 

system. Both the statements are on oath and both 

the statements are signed. I am prima facie 

satisfied that the witness Murshida Begum has 

deliberately and consciously given false evidence 

either today in the Court or before the learned 

Magistrate on 13.12.2104.  
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29.  In the case at hand the accused Abdul Kalam was 

in jail for several months. Apparently he is a poor 

person, for he had no lawyer. The DLSA, Udalguri 

provided him legal aid counsel. This accused could 

not furnish any bail bond and remained in jail for 

several months together until the time he was 

released on PR bond. These are relevant facts while 

considering whether a witness whose statement 

appears to be false should be put to trial or not.  

 

30.  In Chandra Shashi Vs Anil Kumar Verma  (1995) 1 

SCC 421, the Supreme Court held that nobody 

should be permitted to indulge in immoral acts like 

perjury prevarications and motivated falsehood in 

the judicial proceedings and if someone  does so, it 

must be dealt with appropriately.  

 

31.  In the facts of the present case, I am of the view 

that if sanctity of the judicial system is to be 

maintained, deterrence has to be created in the 

minds of the witnesses that they cannot speak 

deliberate falsehood and get away with it. The 

sword that the Goddess of Justice carries strikes at 

every person who tries to undermine the rule of 

law, irrespective of whether the person is label led 

as a witness or as an accused.  

 
32.  In view of the facts before me, I hereby direct the 

learned CJM Udalguri to register a complaint case 

against Mukshida Begum, daughter of Late Matibur 
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Rahman u/S 193 IPC and other relevant provisions 

of law by treating copy of the order passed with the 

judgement as a complaint petition filed by a public 

servant in discharge his duty.  

 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 19th 

day of February 2016.  

         
 
         (R. Lal) 

       Asstt. Sessions Judge, 
              Udalguri: Assam 
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ANNEXURE 

PROSECUTION SIDE: 

Number of Prosecution witnesses examined:  07. 

i.  PW1 Mazibur Rahman 

ii.  PW2 Abbash Ali.  

i i i.  PW3 Mukshida Begum. 

iv.  PW4 Jarina Khatun. 

v.  PW5 Samiran Khatun. 

vi.  PW6 Abeda Khatun. 

vii.  PW7 Barkat Ali .  

Number of prosecution documents exhibited: 01. 

i.  Exhibit 1 is the statement u/S 164 Cr. PC 

 

DEFENCE SIDE: 

Number of Defence witnesses examined: Nil 

Number of Defence document exhibited: Nil 

                      

       

        (R. Lal) 
          Asstt. Sessions Judge, 
                  Udalguri: Assam 

 
  

  


